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ABSTRACT

CCS CONCEPTS

The resilience of the Transportation road infrastructure network
is of major importance, since failures such as prolonged road congestion in specific parts of the infrastructure often initiate major
cascading effects that block transportation and/or disrupt services
of other infrastructures over wide areas. Existing traffic flow analysis methods lack the ability to understand cascading effect of
congestions and how to improve overall resilience in greater areas.
Dependency risk graphs have been proposed as a tool for analyzing
such cascading failures using infrastructure dependency chains.
In this paper, we propose a risk-based interdependency analysis
methodology capable to detect large-scale traffic congestions between interconnected junctions of the road network and provide
mitigation solutions to increase traffic flow resilience. Dependency
risk chains of junctions provide important information about which
junctions are affected when other major junctions are congested in
the road transportation network. Targeted mitigation mechanisms
for traffic congestion can be proposed and the causes of bottlenecks
can be analyzed to introduce road constructions or reparations
with the best possible results in relieving traffic. We applied the
proposed methodology on data collected by the UK government
using cyber-physical traffic sensors over the course of 6 years. Our
tool analyzed the UK major/A road transportation network, detected n-order junction dependencies and automatically proposed
specific mitigation solutions to increase the overall resilience of
the road infrastructure network. Simulation results indicate that
detected mitigation options, if applied, can increase overall congestion resilience in wider areas of the network up to 12% by lowering
likelihood of congestion.

•Mathematics of computing → Graph algorithms; •Information
systems → Network data models; Data analytics; Data cleaning; •Theory of computation → Network flows; •Computer
systems organization → Embedded and cyber-physical systems;
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1

INTRODUCTION

The U.S. department of Homeland security identifies Highways and
Motor Carriers as one of the seven key subsectors of the Transportation Systems Sector [3]. Intelligent transportation systems
(ITS) aim at dealing with congestion in urban areas. Efficient use
of existing road network systems results in reduced traffic congestion, emissions, energy consumption and cost. ITS technologies
combined with Advanced Traveler Information Systems (ATIS),
travel advisories, Variable Message Signs (VMS) and others attempt
to relieve congestion and decrease travel time by selecting routes,
departure times, and even the mode of transportation [17].
Traffic flow prediction models help both road users and transportation authorities improve traffic resilience, alleviate congestion
or reduce traffic incidences in advance, by predicting the future
states of traffic flow [9].
Dependency modeling, simulation and analysis of infrastructures
have been studied extensively by researchers. Several methodologies and tools that focus on dependency analysis, estimate the
impact [7], [19] or the risk derived from the dependencies within
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a critical infrastructure or among interdependent infrastructures
[12], [14], [15], [13], [28]. The risk usually depends on two factors;
the likelihood (or probability) of a negative event occurring and the
impact (consequences) of that negative event. Such impact usually
results in a complete non-operation or a partial malfunction in
an infrastructure due to dependencies in infrastructure networks,
usually called a failure.

1.1

Contribution

In this paper we utilize a previous time-based dependency analysis
methodology for Critical Infrastructure dependency modeling [14],
[15], [13] to analyze road network traffic flows. We apply the
proposed methodology in a dataset with UK road traffic time flows,
published by the UK Department of Transport. The dataset includes
all major ”A” roads and motorways, including journey times and
traffic flows over a 6-year period for every 15-min intervals. Our
two major contributions are:
(1) A methodology able to model road networks as dependency
graphs and calculates the dependency risk between interconnected road junctions using assessment of traffic flow
data. The methodology is able to assess the risk of congestion in junctions and calculate risk dependency paths (i.e.
how congestion in one junction affects other connected
junctions through roads). Road junctions are represented
as graph vertices, with roads linking one junction to another as edges between the vertices. The methodology uses
the min-max algorithm and statistical dynamic averages
to calculate likelihood and impact of congestion.
(2) An analysis of UK’s major/A-road transportation network,
detecting n-order junction dependencies and automatically
proposing junctions for specific mitigation solutions that
increase the overall resilience of the entire network. The
overall risk of cascading congestions was computed, which
indicates the probability of impact transmission in a path
through the connected edges. Specific junctions that initiate cascading traffic congestions were detected and simulation results indicated that applying traffic control on them
may increase overall traffic flow resilience in wider areas
while decrease risk of congetions up to 12%. We crossreferenced results with reports to check their validity.

2

RELATED WORK

Traffic flow simulation models designed to characterize the behavior
of the complex traffic flow system have become an essential tool in
traffic flow analysis and experimentation. Traffic flow models may
be categorized according to [9]:
(1) Detail (submicro, microscopic, mesoscopic, macroscopic)
(2) Independence scale (continuous, discrete, mixed)
(3) Process representation (deterministic, stochastic)
(4) Application area (stretches, links, junctions)
(5) Type (traffic management, design, optimization)
A short-term prediction model should be precise in providing the
vicinity measurements of traffic flow in the subsequent instants
in the event of a traffic accident. On the other side, long-term predictions allow users to have a global insight of the traffic at any
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time, although the prediction will unlikely be accurate in the case
of an atypical event (e.g. an accident). Specifications have ranged
from Kalman filtering [18], [31], exponential filtering [20], nonparametric statistical methods [6], [23], spectral and cross-spectral
analyses [24], [25] and sequential learning [5]. Nevertheless, a
large amount of literature has been concerned with predictions
from pure time-series models ranging from ARIMA [32], [16], [29]
to dynamic generalized linear models [33], [34]. Daily mobility
patterns have been used as a clustering stage in [17] to discover
typicalities within the traffic flow data registered by road sensors,
which permits building prediction models for each of such discovered patterns. Bayesian network framework is introduced to
model the correlation structure of highway networks in the context
of traffic forecast, as an optimization problem to identify optimal
dependency structure [21].
Our methodology can be considered as a cyber-physical, deterministic Long-term optimization model that utilizes risk assessment, statistical methods and graph theory to promote decision
making for increasing long-term resilience against congestion. To
our knowledge, there is currently no solution able to calculate
the risk of road dependencies between major ”A” road junction in
nation-wide networks and determine how the transportation network reacts to congestion mitigation measures; let alone quantify
it.

3

BUILDING BLOCKS

The proposed methodology is based on a previous formed method,
the multi risk dependency analysis [14], [15] and [13]. Furthermore,
it extends CIDA, a CI dependency analysis tool [26].

3.1

Dependency analysis methodology

Dependency analysis assesses the risk of nth-order dependencies by
applying results of organization-level risk assessments performed
by critical infrastructure owners and operators. A dependency can
be defined as a ”one-directional reliance of an asset, system, network or collection thereof (within or across sectors) on an input,
interaction or other requirement from other sources in order to
function properly” [27]. The dependencies are modeled using a
directional graph G = (N , E) where N is a set of nodes and E is a
set of edges. In this work, N is the set of the components of the
modeled infrastructure (i.e., the junctions of road network) and E is
the set of the links among the components (i.e., the roads among the
junctions). The graph is directional to represent dependencies from
one component to other components within the critical infrastructure. An edge from a node Ni to node N j , i.e., Ni → N j , depicts the
dependency relationship between them. The disruption transferred
through this dependency can be described by the values impact Ii, j
and likelihood Li, j . The combination of these two values indicates
the dependency risk Ri, j to component Ni due to its dependence
on component N j , which is denoted by the edge Ni → N j . The
dependency risk is quantified as an integer scaled [0 . . . 5], with
0 representing no risk and 5 severe risk. This value as associated
with each edge, refers to the level of cascade derived risk for the
receiver due to the dependency. The results of traffic analysis are
used as input to this method.
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If CIY0 → CIY1 → . . . → CIYn is a chain of dependencies,
LY0, ...,Yn is the likelihood of the nth-order cascading effect and
IYnfk‼1,Yn is the impact of the CIYnfk‼1 → CIYn dependency, then the
cascading risk exhibited by CIYn due to the nth-order dependency
is computed as:
RY0, ...,Yn = LY0, ...,Yn · IYn−1,Yn ≡

n−1
Ö

LYi ,Yi +1 · IYn−1,Yn

(1)

i=0

The cumulative dependency risk considers the overall risk exhibited. The cumulative dependency risk, denoted as DRY0,Y1, ...,Yn is
defined as the overall risk produced by an nth-order dependency:

DRY0, ...,Yn =

n
Õ

RY0, ...,Yi ≡

i=1

n Ö
i
Õ
©
ª
LYj−1,Yj ® · IYi −1,Yi

i=1 « j=1
¬

(2)

Eq. (2) computes the overall dependency risk as the sum of
the dependency risks of the affected nodes in the chain due to a
failure realized in the source node of the dependency chain. The risk
computation employs a risk matrix that combines the likelihood
and incoming impact values of each vertex in the chain. Interested
readers are referred to [14] for additional details about dependency
risk estimation.
The nth-order dependency risk is then calculated as the cumulative impacts on the affected nodes in the dependency chain.
3.1.1 The ”Likelihood of Congestion” formal metric for road anticipating road congestion. Each relationship is assigned with a
likelihood value, which declares, how likely the junction described
by the current relationship is, to be congested. Intuitively, this
value is a probability, based on which we can make predictions
about each junction’s state, at different times. In order for this to
be calculated, we firstly need to check whether each relationship is
proportionally fair to the other relationships describing the same
junction. Generally, when talking about proportional fairness, we
are referring to a system, in which two or more competitive entities
are battling for resource control, and how we can maintain balance
between them [11]. For example, in a computer network, our goal
is to maximise the total throughput while at the same time allowing
all the users to experience at least a minimal level of service.
The above is calculated according to [11] as follows :
A vector or rates x r is proportionally fair if it is feasible, that
is x r ≥ 0, and if for any other feasible vector x r∗ , the aggregate of
proportional changes is zero or negative :
Õ x ∗ − xr
r
≤0
xr

(3)

r ∈IR

In our case, x r is the flow of the currently examined relationship,
and x r∗ is the vector containing all the flow values for all other
relationships referring to the same junction as x r . We mark each of
our relationships as ”good” iff they satisfy (3), and ”bad” otherwise.
Note that he do not have to check for feasibility, since both vectors
contain traffic flow values, which are always positive.

After marking all the relationships as either ”good” or ”bad”, the
likelihood value for a relationship R is calculated as follows :
LR =

Number o f times R appears marked as ”bad”
Total number o f times R appears

(4)

3.1.2 The ”Impact” metric for congested roads. Aside from the
likelihood value, each relationship is assigned with an Impact value
as well. As the name suggests, this metric declares how severe a
possible congestion will be on that edge. Impact thresholds are
calculated based on averages of best and worst case data entries.
The metric is described in levels, ranging from 1 to 5, with 5 being
the highest. The impact level for each relationship of a junction is
calculated as follows :
(1) We create a [1, 5] scale from our domain of flows (flow
values for a junction).
(2) For each relationship, we rescale its flow value into the
correct impact level in the range [1, 5].
We used the well-known linear scaling algorithm to achieve the
above. Its result depicts the number of units of the original interval
which are equal to 1 unit of the new interval.
The approach described above is a dynamic one. There is no
common scale for all the junctions. This happens, because in order
to calculate the impact level for each junction, we rescale based on
its own maximum and minimum flow, so each produced impact level
describes how impactful a flow value is for the currently examined
junction only. Thus, for each junction, the scale describing its
impact levels adapts to its own characteristics (its min and max
flow values).

3.2

Critical Infrastructure Dependency
Analysis (CIDA) tool

CIDA [26] is a Critical Infrastructure Dependency Analysis tool that
uses the Neo4j graph database [2]. According to recent empirical
[4][10][22] studies, Neo4j outperforms other similar systems in
load time. CIDA supports decision makers to analyze and assess
dependency risk paths for complex and large-scale scenarios of
interdependent CIs. CIDA takes as input the nodes and edges of a
graph.
Empirical research [30] has revealed that cascading effects beyond fifth-order dependencies rarely affect critical infrastructures,
fifth-order was the upper limit on the junction dependencies that
were evaluated. Also, no cyclical paths were allowed as our purpose was modeling and examination of discrete, driver-intended
real-world routes.

4

UK ROAD TRAFFIC CONGESTION
ANALYSIS AND MITIGATION

First we describe the data set used in our analysis and then we
describe the proposed methodology in detail.

4.1

Data set provider

The public data set was provided by the UK Government’s Ministry
of Transportation [1]. It is licensed under the Open Government
License and provides average journey time, speed and traffic flow
information for all 15-minute intervals since April 2009, on all
motorways and ’A’ roads managed by the UK’s Highway Agency,
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Table 1: Dataset cleaning problems.
Error ID
1
2
3

Error Description
Data quality 1 entries
missing the Flow variable.
Data quality 1 entries missing
Link Description variable.
Files repeating themselves
after being over.

known as the Strategic Road Network. In the data set, journey times
and speeds are estimated using a combination of cyber-physical
sensors, including Automatic Number Plate Recognition (ANPR)
cameras, in-vehicle Global Positioning Systems (GPS) and inductive
loops built into the road surface. Journey times are derived from
real vehicle observations and imputed using adjacent time periods
or the same time period on different days.
4.1.1 Data validation. In ensuring the quality of the dataset
used in experiments, and in addition to all already mentioned concerns and steps taken, the question of dataset balance arose. As
our dataset mainly involves measurements over time the first step
was to transform the data into a balanced panel by removing or
extrapolating tuples to ensure that all nodes have measurements
corresponding to the same intervals. It is important to note that
since the task at hand is not that of a mainstay recognition classifier
but rather a reliability analysis of dependencies that arise in the
transportation infrastructure, the notion of a biased dataset is not
as relevant as in a, for example an image classifier. It is our belief
that, since our dataset is made of real traffic data spanning several
years, any potential imbalance of classes is a real world representation and should not be tampered with. In addition, the amount
of data was big enough to exclude unrealistic biases in data. Thus,
instead of rebalancing the classes we opted to report all results of
(pr ecision×r ecall )
the experiments in f 1 score, f 1 = 2 × (pr ecision+r ecall ) , as that is a
much better indicator of the overall performance of the prototype,
by representing the impact of the correct identification of classes
even when naturally unbalanced (i.e. A1 roads near London are
congested much more often than on ruler areas).
Dataset entries are ranked by the UK ministry of transportation
using a [1-5] scale; 1 being the high-quality sensor records and 5
the worst/potentially erroneous entries. We decided to not take
into account the data set entries having data quality less than 2, in
order to increase the consistency and integrity of our final results.
The initial thought was that errors may exist only in those entries.
Unfortunately, that was not the case. During the early stages of
development, we came across several issues: Some entries from
the data set having data quality 1 but were missing critical information or variables, and also the file’s structure itself had some
inconsistencies that was needed to be taken care of. For reference,
we compiled a small table presenting the most important issues
faced during data validation:

5

RESULTS

The CIDA tool generated all the dependency chains derived from the
UK road dataset graph database. The process of path generation for
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Table 2: Top dependency chains per day - Dataset Statistics.
MOST OCCURRING JUNCTION
M60 J15
MOST OCCURRING JUNCTION
TOP 5% PATHS - TOP 50% RISK
A36
MOST OCCURRING JUNCTION
TOP 1% PATHS - TOP 64% RISK
A607
COVARIANCE of 1st Junction
with overall Risk
0,297588933

Average Risk M25 J17
2,654851485
Average Risk A36 For all records
4,40421875
Average Risk A607 For all records
3,766568627
Multiple Regression R
0,502507459

existing graph databases had significant requirements in time and
memory. For example, considering records for a specific road link
for a 30-day, 24-hour month, there exist 720 edges for each junction
link in the respective graph (30 days * 24 hours). The number of
paths examined was about 5GB of text data, requiring thus too much
computational time for the generation and a remarkable amount
of temporary memory for the storage. To solve this, we utilized
sub-graphs. A sub-graph could be described as an instance of a
graph, which consists only of the desired properties of the initial
graph.
A unique file was created for each timeslot of the month which
was then aggregated for data analysis to examine critical congestion
dependencies. We performed a thorough analysis of the entire
dataset concerning all available historical real-world data for years
2009 through 2015. Preliminary analysis was performed on two
different granularity levels for calculating dependency chains of
junctions: average flow metrics per day, and average metrics per
hour. This allowed us to: (a) compare an output dataset in the order
of many gigabytes with a more useful one and see if detailed results
agree with daily averages and (b) to have enough granularity to
answer specific questions about day-to-day traffic jams and pinpoint
potential extraordinary factors that affect average daily flows in
the entire UK network. As an example, Figure 2 depicts the top
20 worst dependency chains detected for UK major road junctions
from all analyzed years.
By parsing the entire dataset concerning the top ten paths from
each day, statistical analysis showed that some junctions clearly
appear more than others in congested dependencies and seem to
greatly affect the entire UK network (or specific parts of it) in terms
of traffic jams. Table 2 below depicts metrics calculated by analyzing
the bulk of all dependency chains.
We calculated the Covariance of all likelihood and impact values produced by the presented methodology to test unintended
likelihood-impact links. A perfect methodology should provide a
low covariance rating, since likelihood and impact have distinct
purposes; namely how often a congestion occurs and how big the
impact (i.e. reduction of average speed) is. Fortunately, the covariance of the two variables was measured to be indeed low; around
14%. We consider this to be a robust result, since both variables
utilize traffic flows for their calculation but, on the other hand,
calculate different aspects of road traffic.
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Multiple Regression (Multiple R) metrics measure the correlation between observed risk values of dependency paths and nodes
presented in them. A value of 1 (100%) means a perfect positive
relationship and a value of zero means no relationship at all. In
fields that attempt to predict human behavior (such as psychology),
it is entirely expected that R-squared values will be low, typically
lower than 50%. Humans are harder to predict than, say, physical
processes. Still, flow congestion in the transportation systems incorporated both the human factor and every-day patterns, for example
some hours are clearly worse than others; say when people go to
work.
Furthermore, the R-squared value is not high but the depicted
results have statistically significant predictors. This can aid us to
draw important conclusions about how changes in the predictor
values are associated with changes in the response value. Regardless
of the R-squared, the significant coefficients still represent the mean
change in the response for one unit of change in the predictor while
holding other predictors in the model constant. Obviously, this type
of information can be extremely valuable.

5.1

Evaluation and comparison of results

We also utilized CIDA’s results to detect the worst junction to affect
traffic in the UK (and corresponding roads they connect). We crossreferenced our findings with a wide technical report published by
INRIX [8]. Inrix reported the same TOP roads and corresponding
junction detected by the CIDA tool. Namely, the worst major/”A”
road traffic bottlenecks were located at London’s M25, between
Junctions 15 and 16 and between J21 (M1) and J21A (A405). CIDA
provided the same results but also extended this detection also
between Junctions 14-15 and 17 to 21/21A. INRIX also reports A38
N (M) junction with M6 (J6) which was also detected by CIDA,
although in different top 10 positions (CIDA: 6-7th position, INRIX: 4th). Generally, INRIX and CIDA’s top worst traffic hotspots
were almost identical, with other entries being M60, M5, A50 etc.,
something that provides good evidence that CIDA depicts correct
results and is also able to extend the INRIX list. Table ?? depicts
CIDA’s top worst traffic junctions and corresponding roads for the
UK between 2009-2016.
CIDA though went further in detecting other junctions affected
by traffic congestions in these roads/junctions, creating the entire dependency path table for the worst junctions and how traffic
cascades into adjacent roads. We simulated applying mitigation
works on junction to alleviate traffic as a reduction in the overall
likelihood of a junction to initiate cascading traffic congestions.
Applying traffic control in this way on suggested top worst initiating junctions showed an increase overall traffic flow resilience in
wider areas of the network (and, consequently, a decrease in risk
of congestion) up to 12%. We believe that this is a normal result,
since Covariance analysis on initiating junctions (i.e. how much do
congestions cascade in other parts of the road network) was found
to be relatively high (30%), since this metric concerns the entire UK
major network (covariance could reach as high as 70% for specific
dependency junction chains).
Data calculated are enormous so only a small sample is given in
Fig. 2.

Figure 1: UK’s Worst Risk Junction Hotspots.

Figure 2: Top 20 Worst Dependency Paths(Depth=3)
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